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Microdiffraction
 Raman spectroscopy
Sample directly after mounting.
Diameter of the glass plate is ~15 mm.
Diffraction pattern of an air hydrate crystal
Microdiffraction experiments were conducted at the 
beamline ID13 of the ESRF in Grenoble.
Various software bugs and technical difficulties 
(especially deposition of copious amounts of frost) 
prevented the detection and identification of single 
microinclusions.
Diffraction patterns of larger air hydrate crystals 
could be acquired.
New methods for frost prevention and data 
treatment have to be developed. 
Raman spectroscpy was performed at GZG, University of Göttingen, and at AWI Bremerhaven. Results obtained with the two 
systems are in perfect agreement with each other. Several crystalline microinclusions could be identified (* denotes Raman bands of 
the ice matrix):
Sample after ~12 hours of measurements.
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Preliminary results for the MIS6-MIS5e 
transition.
The increased frequency of quartz and 
silicates in the deeper parts could account 
for the observed changes in mechanical 
properties (e.g. borehole closure).
  Statistic of microinclusions
